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THE CLASS OF 1985
NEWSLETTER

Dear Classmates,
Since I wrote ¥ last (far too long ago, I confess), I have traveled across
‚ great land < ours, bringing my family ∞om © familiar surroundings
< Westchester, New York ™ © great promise < © land they call
“California.”
I have toiled for three different enterprises since my last communica-
tion, and have sought my fortune in that great Valley of Silicon with a
group of fellows (and ladies) calling themselves “Yahoo.” With son Eli
and wife Rachel, and a new little one on the way, we set out across these
United States.

Along the way (a very circuitous route to be sure) I collected news of
classmates near and far. This then, is the record of that journey, and the
people who made it such a pleasurable one.

After many arduous weeks heading in the wrong direction, we found
ourselves in Brunswick, Maine. Lisa Schmitt Martin offered us a bowl of hot chowder. She has taken
time off from teaching to be with her two children, Walter (3) and Lena, born on May 5, 1998. Thus
fortified, we headed to the source of our granite-filled brains, New Hampshire. Class President Becky
Osborne has a new home in Keene, where she has her hands full with little Casey and hubby Randy
who is working on Y2K compliance for C&S Wholesale Grocers. If Randy needs any brush-up courses
in computer science, he can always check in with Cathie LeBlanc, who is now an assistant professor at
Plymouth State College.

The natural beauty of New England, breathtaking as it was, left us yearning for urbanity, and we re-
solved to recharge ourselves with a visit to The Hub. The hub of what has never been clear, but perhaps

You probably won’t
believe this, but I
bought this edition of
the newsletter on
eBay! Well, not
exactly, but I did pay
a small fortune for a
bunch of old letters,
apparently written by
a Dartmouth alumnus
in the early 19th
century.

Of course it’s always
possible that it’s a
hoax. I did notice a
few anachronisms,
and I find it hard to
believe so many
people had the same
names back then, but
what the hell….

Enjoy.
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that large hole they call “The Dig” is
where this hub will be located some
day. In any case, we had all been pack-
ing on the tonnage lately, and in a hy-
pochondriacal moment, decided we all
had metabolic disorders. Fortunately,
David Burt is now CEO of Ergo Science
Corporation, a biopharmaceutical com-
pany developing novel treatments for
just such metabolic disorders! Dave as-
sured us our problems stemmed more
from excessive chowder-eating than
slow metabolism.

We jogged all the way to Westwood,
Massachusetts, where Bob Guigliano
regaled us with tales of a visit from
David and Jeannie Hillinck and their
boys BJ (5) and Peter (3) and his own
move from Watertown to their new
home.

Wandering aimlessly about Massa-
chusetts, we came upon Pam Cohen
Hallagan and David Hallagan, just
in time to celebrate the birth of their
twins Jack Cohen Hallagan and
Cameron Winspear Hallagan on July
28, 1998. Their sister Katie (3 1/2 at the

time) was delighted. Pam continues
her work at The Center for Executive
Development and David is a director
at systems integrator Sapient.

The pull of our home state was
strong, and we were drawn to New
York like cabbies to a fresh-faced fare
emerging from the Port Authority
bus station. We exited Massachusetts
at the earliest opportunity, and our

headlong rush toward the Big
Apple slowed for nothing. Until,
that is, a rumpled copy of the Roch-
ester Business Journal became af-
fixed to our windshield. Lo and be-
hold, it was Jessica Murray’s face
staring at us from the pages of the 40
Under 40 feature. It seems Jessica is
an attorney at Boylan, Brown, Code,
Fowler, Vigdar & Wilson L.L.P. and a
leader for more community services
than you can shake a stick at. When
we noticed that she did not list Dart-
mouth as the Greatest Influence on
her life, we turned on the wipers and
off she went!

That article must have been longer than we thought, because by the time we
could see again, we were in Connecticut. Ah well, might as well stop in on
Kevin Ash and see what graphic wonders he’s cooking up. Turns out he’s
designed the jacket and graphics of his father Joel D. Ash’s book of poetic
limericks!

True adventure greeted us in the hustle and bustle of the great Metropolis,
New York City! Chris Hansen had arrived there recently as well, having
sold his Internet directory business in Los Angeles and taken the role of
CEO at a new George Soros venture, Rila Software. He described exotic
trips to Bulgaria, where his programmers create software for European

companies. Josh Alwitt added to the entertainment, painting a vivid picture of his mar-
riage to Peg Pike on June 27 and the antics of his attendants Kevin Umeh, Chris Hunt, Chris Mulligan,
Adam Seessel, Carolina Kuczynski, Nancy Kopans, and Mark Koulegeorge as well as many others
who graced the Hanover Plain in the years of our attendance.

New England

The East Coast
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Have I yet mentioned that my wife
was in a “family way?” As we passed
through the City of Brotherly Love,
we paid a visit to Cynthia Bergman,
hoping to persuade her to perform a
little checkup at the classmate-rate.
Alas, Cynthia’s important work at
the Fox Chase Cancer Center as a
gynecologic oncologist made us
feel petty and small for even think-
ing so selfishly. We made a dona-
tion to every cancer research effort
we could think of, and moved on.

We sojourned southward, to
Maryland, where Gregg Gorman
reminisced about the birth of his

son Nicholas in October of ’97, who along with brother
Joseph keeps the Gormans quite busy. Gregg began work at the head
of a finance group at Marriott in April of ’98. Maryland’s waters
must hold some magic, for Chris Veator and his wife Anne also
welcomed a new daughter, Sydney, into their lives.

Further along our way we happened upon Colleen Gagnon who
has been on many journeys of her own of late. Her husband Andy
flies the great silver bird called F-14 for our nation’s Navy (I cannot
explain this phenomenon, just know that our ships do indeed sail
the air!) and Colleen continues as an operations analyst for that il-
lustrious branch of the Service. She has been to Bahrain, Australia,
and Japan; her tales made my own seem so very quaint! Yet we
pressed on….

…to Ohio! Cleveland, to be exact, where that bastion of quality jour-
nalism, the Plain Dealer informed us that Kathy Stone Jeavons had
been promoted to senior account executive in Dix & Eaton’s communications group. Startled at the
success classmates were finding every day, I felt the need to ponder my own career. To be sure, I had
achieved some measure of notoriety for my ability to partake of three consecutive business lunches
without noticeable discomfort, but what had I really accomplished? The sea always provided a com-
forting environment for meditation, so I steered the family toward the coast.

We Press Onward…
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My soul repaired, and my confidence restored, we
headed for the highway. We happened upon Jef-
frey Acker, M.D. in North Carolina. Dr. Acker, ever
the gracious host, treated us to a veritable feast, and
entertained us and his other guests with readings
from his numerous published works on Radiation
Oncology. Good times, good times.

Down to Atlanta, Georgia, where more than
peaches were blossoming. Valerie Hartman-Levy
has brought a second son into the world! Elias C.
Hartman Levy was born May 6, 1998 at a healthy 8
1/2 pounds. Eli’s arrival, celebrated at his bris by
family and friends including Precious Stargell Tay-
lor (a fellow Atlantan working with the banking
concern Wachovia), did not deter Valerie from her
duties as Assistant General Counsel at CNN, or
from reuning with Leslie Dahl, Allison Shutz,
Alison Phillips, or Jenny Williams in Cambridge
in March of ’98. Good times, good times.

While preparing to take our leave of Atlanta, who
should I see but Tom Aaberg, my old skiing com-
patriot! “What are you doing here, stranded so far
from the great white fluffy stuff?” I cried. He ex-
plained that his path after College was as circui-
tous as my own present journey, and filled with
joyous events: bumming around this great land and
the Baja, attending medical school, becoming an
opthalmologist subspecializing in vitreoretinal sur-
gery (what manner of witchcraft that represents I
dared not ask!), marrying a perfect woman who
also happens to be an oculoplastic surgeon, and

having two perfect children. In the process, he
moved from Wisconsin to Florida to California to
Georgia, all in six years, and settled in at Emory
University. So many journeys, so few newsletters….

Emory University also plays a part in the tale of G.
Derek Weiss, now a surgeon in Louisville, Ken-
tucky, that institution being where he received his
training. He has also married a Wisconsin girl. The
date was September 6, 1998, and Hubes Smith,
Dave Kramer, and Big E. Wilinsky are apparently
owed some money as a result. Louisville is, of
course, home of the Derby, and beer pong with the
AXA boys was a highlight of Derek’s year. Mint
juleps can get boring, I suppose.

We rested a while in the cool bluegrass of Kentucky,
gathering our strength for the arduous journey still
ahead. Nibbling berries and grains and feasting on
large helpings of fast food, we girded ourselves for
the road. Texas was to be our destination, and Anne
Connor beckoned from San Antonio with prom-
ises of lazy days and nights singing, writing, paint-
ing, playing racquetball and working as a Market
Research Manager at FB BanCorp. Well, the last is
not as soothing as it sounds, but the money’s good.
Alas, Scott McDonald’s urgent telegraph from

The Middle West
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Stay Current!
If you need to change your address,

you can do it online at the Alumni Records website:
http://www.dartmouth.edu/alumni/records/

Chicago pulled us northward, and we welcomed Duncan Fergus into the world, joining Liam Aengus
as the scions of this CFO of Pride Container’s family.

Lisa Reilly Nadler and Robert Nadler were determined to stay ahead of the McDonald’s, and con-
tacted us about their own joyous bundle, adding Julia to their clan of Andrew and Abigail. Robert
continues his urology practice and Lisa is a real estate attorney. Despite the obviously slack lifestyle this
affords them, they shook off their malaise and set about to ski the Birkibeiner cross-country ski race in
Wisconsin, joined by Glen Eberle and his wife Gail. Glen is a pilot for United living in Idaho. Fellow
skier Kevin Omland was in touch as well, headed for D.C. Lisa Wiersma sees the Nadlers often, and
when not working for the Tribune Company, she attends Cubs games. I have seen these games, and I
think there is a future in all manner of animal sport. Perhaps in California we will try to stir interest in
reindeer games, or some such diversion!

Thinking this Birkebeiner thing sounded promising, we set off for Wisconsin, where Chris Collimore is
a research meteorologist at the great University in Madison. He had just received a grant from the NSF
to study the effect of the Quasi-Biennial Oscillation on tropical convection. Chris joked that if anyone
did not know what that means (as if!) they could buy a Glossary of Meteorology. What a laugh we
shared over that! Ah, good times, good times. Chris received a promotion for his role as Principle Inves-
tigator. A proud moment, much as Mike Viccoria must felt when he was voted Man-of-the-Year by his
local Rotary Club.

The mountains loomed ahead. The great Rocky Mountains! How rocky they seemed. The thought of
their treacherous passages filled us with dread. Tales of lost parties resorting to cannibalism reached us
as we approached the foothills. Monstrous deeds and acts of heroism are the joint legacy of these peaks!
Oh awesome mountains! Oh great, big rocky things! Totally freaked out, we turned tail and fled to
Kansas.

Nice, flat Kansas. Yes, the tornados threaten to lift you high into the air and deposit you far away, but
you can run away from those can’t you? No, our fears could not be allowed to best us. We needed help.
Professional help. The kind of help that only Terry Plank, recipient of the Young Scientist Award from
the Geological Society of America and an assistant professor at the University of Kansas, is an expert on
volcanoes. Mountains that explode! If Terry can
come to love such beasties, certainly we could tol-
erate a few rocky mountains that remain very still
most of the time.
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We set course for the Rockies and began our as-
cent. We were bold! We were confident! We were
lost.

Fortunately, nestled high in the  mountains, in Den-
ver, Jackie Miller Hawley found us and guided us
safely through the passes. She, her husband, and
young Sarah love the outdoors, and wander these
hills with nary a care. She works for a company
investing in real estate in Mexico, and husband Hal
is a sports marketer. The mountains beckon many
of us, and Jennifer Kreager Brodsky and Kathleen
Buckley have appeared near her doorstep (well,
in Vail). Kathleen, husband, and son Ty were off to
Boston to be doctors. Jennie and Paul and three-
year-old Ally live in Florida. Kate Lauer tells Jackie
she’s back in New York writing a book! It amazes
me how word travels across oceans and continents
these days. If only there were a way to get to Cali-
fornia without climbing these damn mountains.
They are so rocky!

Upon our descent, hunger held us in its firm grip,
and only the starchy goodness of potatoes would
deliver us. Fortunately, we found ourselves in
Idaho, a land abundant in the magnificent tuber,
and home of the aforementioned Glen Eberle and
his wife Gail. The winters are cold in Idaho, and
Glen and Gail kept their twins Peter and Noah
warm by the fire as they roasted potatoes and
sang songs about the Great Potato Hunt. Glen
told us that was indeed a pilot for United Air-
lines, flying the great silver birds across the land
filled with happy travelers. What a yarn he
spun! He promised free cocktails should we
ever find ourselves upon his flying ship.

As we headed west through Idaho, we heard
tales of a great Empire, ruled with a firm hand
by a great King. As we neared Seattle, Wash-
ington, we learned that Anne Hopkins had be-
come a MicroSerf in this kingdom, toiling away
on NT Security! We finally found her on the

great Microsoft campus. Before her servitude, she
had traveled to Zimbabwe, South Africa, and
Kenya; skied hut-to-hut in France and Switzerland,
and visited family far and wide. All this in six
months! Ha ha, perhaps she flew in one of Glen
Eberle’s large flying ships! Tales so tall should be
published! Six months…ah, yes. Good times, good
times.

Apparently, this land is full of storytellers. From a
man who claimed he worked with a firm called
Microvision, we learned that Stephan Chase had
become director of investor relations. This firm is
said to produce images floating in space by beam-
ing light directly into one’s eye! Light beams and
floating images, indeed.

Finally! California! Our new home held us in its
embrace like a mother bear caressing its cubs. Land
of fortune! Land of stock options! And indeed, the
Valley we beheld shone with the dull gray finish of
silicon. Oh Silicon! Great Material! Producer of
Wealth! Alas, our arrival was marred by the real-
ization that homesteading was more costly than we
had ever imagined! We decided to continue our

The Mountains!

The Pacific
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wanderings, and headed southward toward the
City of Angels.

Our sojourn in California brought us to Michael
French Morrissey’s door. Michael and his wife
Christina had come to their own fork in the road
not too long before, and took the road well-trav-
eled. With an MBA from the Anderson School of
Business at UCLA now in hand, he grabbed the
brass ring at United Pan American Bank. Mark
Stern also resides in this land, and creates moving
pictures and television shows. These diversions can
be sent through the air to any place on Earth, they
say. We begin to wonder if the West is one large
sanitarium. Perhaps Stephan Chase can beam these
television shows right into our heads! The Holly-
wood Report writes that Mark’s “power spot” is
the L.A. Farm restaurant. Weary from our wander-
ings, we sought power in this place, but hour after
hour passed, and we felt no increase in our energy.

Perhaps a few days with Katie Leede-McGloin
would renew our sagging strength. The salt air of
Santa Monica would rejuvenate us, and Katie
would inspire us. Katie has two children, Lucia and
Lionel, and her theater company, and the occasional
interior decorating job, and oh my, we became ex-
hausted just discussing it. How does she do it? As
we scurried away, Katie was still bubbling over
with stories about Michael Oesterling and little
daughter Frankie’s first birthday.

The friendly natives pointed us toward Santa Bar-
bara, promising relaxation and all the sunshine we
could stand. Who should we encounter there but
Dr. Dru Van Hengel?! Dru regaled us with tales of
the ‘96 Olympics in which she competed in sprint
kayak. Dru married Joshua Patlak, an event wit-
nessed by Diane (Rizzi) Perna, Jeanne Miller,
Mary (Rood) Parlato, Jim Caras, Tricia Marinilli,
Alison Frankel, Christine (Clougher) Blelloch,
Dan Fagin, and Vicki Jacobs. The wedding was in
Santa Barbara and the reception was in New York.
Why not? Dru’s still a world-class sprint kayaker,
why shouldn’t she sprint across the continent dur-
ing her wedding? Wait until 2000 and watch her
sprint to Sydney!

Our journey neared its end. Paddling laconically
up the coast toward our new home in kayaks bor-
rowed from Dru, we reflected on a most excellent
adventure. Who would have thought this nation
was so filled with amazing classmates? And some
amazing fast food restaurants. And many roadside
public facilities populated by eccentric characters
and foods of questionable provenance. Good times,
good times.

We settled into our new home in the obscenely ex-
pensive hamlet of Palo Alto, where months of cor-
respondence had found its way to our mailbox.
Hidden among the catalogs, long distance carrier
solicitations, and welcome messages from local
home improvement professionals and car wash es-
tablishments, were postcards from even farther-
flung classmates.
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Jon Delogu is teaching in Toulouse, France and living on duck parts (I swear it said “parts” not “paté),
red wine, and twenty-five grand a year. Sandra Kerr-Porcari is still in Rosate, Italy, with her three kids,
Guilia, Niccoló, and Stefano, and her husband Mauricio. Sandra has added teaching and translator to
her list of accomplishments. She spoke to Ellen Jennings who has recently moved to Berkeley, Califor-
nia, right here in the Bay Area. Small world, small world. Even Charles Ormiston sent regards from the
far away land of Singapore.

Our journey at an end, we have settled into the Valley to begin our adventure. I shall write to you all again
soon, I shall not let so long a time pass again before corresponding. Send me your cards and letters, and
don’t forget to send pictures. I will share them with all.

A long journey, but with modern transportation,
a comfortable one!


